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Ahoy scurvy mates, look’en for booty?
Each of you you are the captain of a scruffy band of pirates and you are in a race, through land and
sea to reach the fabled “Casket of Gold”. Only the best captains, with discipline and strategy, can
get ahead of the others … but beware of collaboration between sneaky opponents who can team
up and take down even the strongest leaders.
Lots of great aspects in this card game designed for rooten tooten scoundrel pirates!
Race to the finish

Movement Blocking

Power Up Features

Bidding & Trick
Taking

Theft, Mutiny,
Blessings

Luck and Loot

What is the FUN in the game?
If you enjoy games that give you flexibility and the ability to use underhanded strategies to “get
even” then this game is for you! Why? Because each captain will enjoy several levels of play where
you can beat opponents and reach the “pot of gold” first.
1.

Winning positional advantages on the map and blocking opponents
It’s so satisfying when your captain wins with the highest number of battles (hands) then gets
to move your ship (marker) first on the map. A wilily captain will enjoy taking the best
locations and blocking others.

2.

Catching up is fun as you “get even” with others!
Even if you are not leading there are many ways to catch up … and they are completely under
handed. Perfectly acceptable for pirates who know that ANYTHING goes!
One especially fun way is to use the THIEF special feature and steal a card from the leader, or
use this to give them a dreadful card that will be sure to make them lose.
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3.

20-20 Hindsight (The Laggard’s Advantage)
If you are the last captain on the map you can “learn” from your opponent’s movement and
gain a +1 or -1 to their BID, whichever is most advantageous to them.

Game Summary


For ages 12+, game play 30-120 minutes for 3-6 players.



This is a race to the finish using trick-taking and bidding card mechanics to earn
movement points. Cards have natural and special features that are activated by rolling
dice or using “dice cards”.
The map is made up of playing cards that
are laid out randomly or in set patterns
based on a scenario. Each card has a 2x3
matrix of 1” squares that are color coded.
The color of the square indicates the 4Fx
custom die color to roll when you want to
activate a card’s special feature.



Each player is a captain of their team of
pirates, and has a colored 6-sided die to
represent their bids, as well as their
movement on the map.



Cards have a NATURAL value (image shows a 9 of swords) as
well as a SPECIAL feature (image shows Mutiny). The white
circles are points that must be rolled to activate the special
feature. If the feature is activated then the natural value is
replaced by the value below the title of the feature (in this
case it is “universal 4”).



4Fx Custom Dice have 5 colors from white to green, blue, red and black.
For this game we will only use green, blue
and red and for the Starter Pack we will use 6
playing cards to represent the dice to make
the game as affordable as possible.
Each color has different features, such as
green which has only half the dice faces with 1 pip (point) or
more. The other features (X, lightning bolt, circle) are covered later in
the manual.
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Dice Cards
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Playing the Game

Setup
Map Layout
The game starts by first randomly selecting 310 map cards and laying them out in a track
formation (see appendix for designs) and
assign “acceleration points”. Acceleration
points are the map cards flipped over (in this
case we are using a black cover).

Add +1 card
Add +1 card

When the first player crosses this point then
the number of cards dealt is increased by +1.

Pirate Captain’s Team Color
Each captain’s team has a color, represented
by a color card as well as a correspondingly
colored 6-sided dice (which will be used to
keep track of movement on the map).
To start the game all the captain’s dice are off the board around the start area. The points facing
upward on the die indicate your bid, so be careful and do not nock the table and cause them to roll.
In the image above we have four (4) dice colored: black, white, blue and orange. The starting point
is the bottom left most square, and the end point is the furthest right most square.
Cards to deal: To start each player is dealt 2 cards (representing two fights) when NOT on the
board (as shown above). When the FIRST player enters the board the number of cards is increased
to three (3) and then increased each time you cross an “acceleration point” (in the image above it is
a card placed upside down) the number of cards increases to four (4) and then five (5). Five is the
maximum.
Movement Points: Movement points are earned from “Battle Success” or by making an accurate
forecast of the number of hands (battles) you will win (see “Battle BID” page 5).
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How the game works
Objectives


Each player is a “captain” of a squad of pirates that travels over land, rivers and seas in a
race to the finish to win the pot of buried gold.



The captain’s squad is marked by a colored 6-sided die. The marker is moved when the
captain wins battles and earns Movement Points (MP).

Win Battles And Fights


A “Battle” starts when each player is dealt cards (initially 1 when you are off the map,
but increases to 5 as the leader moves across milestones on the map). :



Battle BID: The captain needs to be a good leader and must
be accurate with his forecast of the number of “fights” he
will win. There is a fight for each card dealt. The number of
fights a captain will win is called a “bid” and is recorded on
the team’s die.
NOTE: Use a “6” on the die to represent a bid of zero.
The first player to the left of the dealer starts and announces
his BID for the number of Fights he will win and sets the
value on his colored die. Continue around the table
clockwise until all participants have recorded a bid.
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The First Fight: The player to the left of the dealer starts and places a card on the table.
This card sets the suit that the others must follow, and the highest
value wins the hand. Moving clockwise all others must either follow
suit (there are 6 suits in total: sword, axe, bow, shield, trump and
universal) if you have that suit, or play a FOG card.
Example: This card shows the “9 of swords” is played. So all other
players with natural sword cards must follow suit, even if they are going to lose.
o

If you have a FOG card this is the only way you can NOT
FOLLOW SUIT. You must be successful in activating the
card otherwise you need to follow suit. If you fail then
this card is removed and placed back in your hand and
a natural valued card is played. When played you will
not win the hand*.
Example: With this card the player needs to roll 1 point
to use the cloud feature.

o

If you do not have that suit then you can place down another card as a
discard, or place a TRUMP card to win the hand, or you can try to activate a
SPECIAL FEATURE.
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Suits: There are 5 “common suits” and one trump suit, each with values from 1-9:
o

Common Suits: Swords, Axes, Bows and Shields are your four standard suits
with values 1-9.

o

Universal Suit
Special feature cards have a number
inside of a circle (for example  or
“universal 3”) this represents a
“universal suit” and can be played as if
it were the suit that started the fight.
If the universal value is the same as
another card then there is a “Roll Off”.
Each player with a duplicate value will roll a 4Fx die that corresponds to the
color of the square they are in. The highest number of
pips wins.

o

TRUMP: There is one SKULL suit that represents trump.
A “1 of trump” will beat a 9 of any other suit as well as
universal suits. There are only 9 trump cards with the
values ranging between 1 and 9.



Sometimes you will want to win a fight, sometimes you want to
lose. Overall if you are accurate with the number of attacks you
win your team will move further than your opponents and have
more options to win.



Card Special Features: Cards have a “special feature”
that can give the captain very special abilities.
Step 1: Place the card down on the table and rotate it 90
degrees so you can read the description.
Step 2 (4Fx Die Roll): Based on the color of the square your
marker is sitting on it indicates the color of the 4Fx
custom die to roll. Each die has several markings on it,
the pips (or white dots) are counted and if they EQUAL
OR EXCEED the value shown on the card’s special feature
then the special feature is activated. This gives you a new
card value (either a universal or a trump suit) plus there
is a special feature that you can use or ignore.
Example: The orange captain’s die is on a green square,
so the captain rolls the green 4Fx die. If you were the
blue captain because you are on a WHITE square you would NOT be able to roll any 4Fx
die (white are bad locations).
o

There are no negative consequences to trying.

o

You can only make ONE ATTEMPT per fight.

o

Rolling the 4Fx dice can gain you advantages:
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If you roll the “BIG CIRCLE” then you roll that die again (only once)
and add the pip to your total. Ignore X and all other values.
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LIGHTENING BOLT indicates you have earned a LUCK POINT. You
can have a maximum of 3 at any one time. One point can be used
to re-roll a die or to simulate the roll of 1 point or can be used to
buy +1 point for your die roll. Also, by spending 3 points you can
buy 1 MP..
Example: If your card feature requires 3 points and your die roll is
only 2 you can use 1 luck point to buy +1 point. This may be better
than re-rolling in some cases.



X or XX and a BLANK are ignored in this game and is considered a
zero value.

Step 3a (Lose): If you do NOT roll enough pips then take the card back into your hand
and play another card’s natural value.
Step 3b (Win): By rolling enough points to activate the card you have two benefits. First
is that your natural card value is replaced by the special feature’s value (either universal
or trump).
Second, the special feature description tells you what you can do, if you wish. You can
chose to NOT USE this aspect of the special feature. These features are either used
immediately (such as Trump, Fog, Blessed or Luck), or at the end of this fight (such as
Theft or Mutiny).

Movement Points


Movement points are earned based on the accuracy of your captain’s bid. This means
that each captain needs to win the number of fights they forecasted at the start of the
battle.



Forecasting to win zero fights is just fine if you do not have the advantages (cards)
necessary to win.



Movement points are awarded in the following ways:
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o

If you bid ZERO then you move 2 squares. PLUS you can move diagonally.

o

For each point you bid over zero and you win those fights then you move +1
square. For example, if you bid “1 fight” then if you won you would move 2+1
= 3 squares.

o

Over or Under: If you miss your bid by +1 or -1 then you MUST move 1
square and you cannot move diagonally.
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Start of the Game
Pick your colors
Each captain needs to choose the color of their 6-sided die. This is their marker to track progress
through the race.

Who is the first dealer?
Each player rolls the red die (or use the “dice cards” and use the red position) and the lowest
number of points is chosen to deal out 3 cards (proceed clockwise from the dealer). Shuffle the
deck well.

Start by dealing of 1 card to each Captain
Each hand of cards is considered a “battle” where the captain of each team earns movement points
based on the number of “fights” they forecasted to win. Start dealing with the player to your left
and move clockwise.

First Battle Bid
Now the player to the left of the dealer states how many “fights” they will win in this battle. This is
then recorded on their colored die with the value that is facing up.
We proceed clockwise around the game until all players have recorded their number of fights.
Special Rule #1 Captain’s Nemesis: The last captain to record their bid MUST NOT choose a value
that will bring all the other number of bids to equal the number of cards dealt. This ensures that at
least one captain will not achieve their bid and adds to their overall nasty pirate attitude!!!
Example: If there are 4 players and each captain is dealt 3 cards, and the first players each bid the
following [ 1, 0, 1 ] then the last captain MUST NOT bid 1. Why? Because the total would be
1 + 0 + 1 + 1 = 3 and there were 3 cards dealt. So the last captain must choose any other value.

Calculate Movement Points
The battle is over when all cards have been played. Now each captain counts up the number of
fights they won. Movement points are awarded in the following ways:


If you bid ZERO then you move 2 squares. PLUS you can move diagonally.



For each point you bid over zero and you win those fights then you move +1 square. For
example, if you bid “1 fight” then if you won you would move 2+1 = 3 squares.



Over or Under: If you miss your bid by +1 or -1 then you MUST move 1 square and you
cannot move diagonally.



Special Rule #2: The captain in the last position on the map can enact the “20-20
hindsight” rule. This allows them to eliminate one fight, or add one fight, to their Battle
BID. If this is done and they now match their bid then award movement points as if they
were accurate. But you ONLY move ½ the distance (round down) of your forecast, and 1
is the minimum MP.
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When the first captain has completed their moves then the next highest moves and we proceed
until the last player moves.

Map Movement
Move First: The player with the highest number of movement points from their battle bid forecast
will move first. Remember, if you made your bid then you can move diagonally (otherwise you
cannot). Then the second highest and so on until everyone has moved.
When moving you can never move backward, so you can move laterally, forward or diagonally (if
you made your bid).
Conflict: If your number of points take you to a location that is already occupied then you cannot
move there and lose that point. Similarly, if you did NOT make your bid forecast then you cannot
move diagonally. Some locations on the board require you to move diagonally to proceed. In this
case you will be blocked and cannot move.
Examples of movement options:
Captain Orange has several options:
Movement to position A would be a lateral
movement.
Movement to B requires a diagonal movement.
In this map option there are barriers on the
board.
If in the current position then captain Orange can
move forward or diagonally. Orange CANNOT
move to the right.

Captain Orange in this situation CANNOT move
diagonally because the barrier blocks that
direction of movement.
He can only proceed forward.
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Sometimes map cards are aligned with the
corners to previous cards. This makes the map
course more challenging because you MUST
make your bid forecast so you can move forward.
So in this case Captain Orange must make their
bid to move forward.

This black bar is blocking Captain Orange from
moving forward (up) into the red square.
So if he can only move forward straight then he
can move to A.
If he makes his bid forecast then he can move
through either corner to end up on either the red
or blue square.
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Types of Special Features
Each card has a natural value and special features. The special feature has a title and description.
Below that is the card value (either a Universal suit or Trump) as well as the cost to activate the
special feature.

Cards to use Immediately
Fog
This is the only card you can play to avoid
following suit. This is helpful when you have
one high card and you want to protect it to
be used later in the battle.
This is also “Universal 5”. Most of the time
this is not important with this card.
* If all players play a FOG card then the first
to play will win the hand.
Blessed
In addition to having a universal suit (in this
case “Universal 5”) you are immediately
protected from any effects for this fight from
all other players.

Luck
You immediately will draw a card from the
top of the deck and look at it. If you like it
then play this card in place of your current
card and use the NATURAL card value. Place
your Luck card on the bottom of the card
deck.
If you do not like the card you have drawn
then you can place it on the bottom of the
card deck and keep your current card.
Trump
These types of cards give you a new suit:
trump. This will beat all of the normal suits,
including a universal card.
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Cards to use at the End of the Fight
Mutiny
“Target pirate and Roll-off!
WIN = take their seat and take their WON
hands.”
When you pick an opponent there is a ROLL
OFF, where each of you roll a 4Fx die and the
highest value wins (count lightening as +1).
If you WIN then you do two things:
1) You physically get up and exchange
seats with the hapless captain. And they
take your seat. This also means you
inherit their order in the game.
2) You get to take all of their WON hands
(fights). You actually have a choice to all
or just some of the tricks.
Thief
“Select an opponent and take one card at
random from their hand, look at it and
replace with one of yours.” This is done at
the end of the fight.

Special Note: 1, 2 and 3 player games
See website for more details, but here is the game variation in brief:


Assuming 2 players, first deal out as if there are 3 players
(extra is the “Dummy hand”). Always face down. If three
players ignore the dummy hand. If one player then you only
have the player, dummy and house.



NEW: First player looks at their hand and before deciding to
bid they can choose to take the dummy hand. Otherwise
make the bid. Other player does the same.



NEW: Flip over the dummy hand. They will play on “auto pilot”: if they can win the hand
they will play with the HIGHEST value available, otherwise they will play with the lowest.



NEW: Treat House Deck as another player and when it is their turn flip up the top card.



New: The Dummy has a pirate marker. Each hand the Dummy wins earns them 3 MP
and always moves diagonally in the shortest path possible.
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